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Prefabrication cannot be ignored, for it challenges the most traditional values of architecture. Architects may
have neglected this area of practical construction, but they have much to learn from pattern-book houses,

modular structures, Portakabins and mobile homes. The Prefabricated Home" examines how the relationship
between architecture and industrialized building has now become an urgent issue for architects. Colin Davies
traces the history of prefabricated buildings from small-scale 'prefabs' to the precast concrete mass housing of

the 1960s to the present-day revival of interest in 'volumetric' modular buildings, and assesses their
architectural implications. He looks at what is happening today in factories and on building sites worldwide,

and contrasts the aesthetic concerns of architects with the economic ones of industrialized building
manufacturers.

The modern lightfilled home was. Compared to conventional construction methods modern prefab homes are
built faster and have a smaller environmental impact. A prefab home or a prefabricated home is a house thats

built in sections at a factory and assembled.

The Prefabricated Home

Modular home prices depend on the floor plan number of bedrooms and customizations. All prefabricated
homes are partially or fully built in a climatecontrolled factory before being shipped to the job site. The art of
home building is moving in the same direction. The firm offers standard models and builds custom prefab
houses as well ranging from about 130 per square foot to 200 per square foot for highend steelframed
residences. With todays modern modular home floor plans you will have the luxury of being able to
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customize a modular home to fit your unique wants and needs and of course your style of living. While
prefab houses can cost less than a traditionally built home the financial savings are not. True to definition
Clayton prebuilt homes are modular and manufactured homes that are quality built in climate controlled
facilities then shipped and assembled at the homeowners home site. Just make sure you weigh the pros and
cons before. True to definition Clayton prebuilt homes are modular and manufactured homes that are quality
built in climate controlled facilities then shipped and assembled at the homeowners home site. Log cabin

modular homes have come a long way and are starting to significantly change the market. True to definition
Clayton prebuilt homes are modular and manufactured homes that are quality built in climate controlled

facilities then shipped and assembled at the homeowners home site. In this easytoread and provocative little
book architecture professor Colin Davies sets out to do no less than.
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